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ABSTRACT
Genomic sequencing is becoming accurate, fast, and inexpensive, and is rapidly being incorporated into clinical practice. Incidental findings, which result in large numbers from genomic
sequencing, are a potential barrier to the utility of this new technology due to their high prevalence and the lack of evidence or guidelines available to guide their clinical interpretation. This
unit reviews the definition, classification, and management of incidental findings from genomic
sequencing. The unit focuses on the clinical aspects of handling incidental findings, with an
emphasis on the key role of clinical context in defining incidental findings and determining their
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INTRODUCTION
Since the completion of the Human
Genome Project in 2001, there has been a
rapid expansion of knowledge about human
DNA structural and sequence variation. Even
more exciting for the practice of medicine,
there is an increasing understanding of the connections between genetic variation and human
health signifying that the long anticipated genomic revolution is underway (Feero et al.,
2010; Guttmacher et al., 2010). However, genomic technologies remain expensive, the interpretation of large-scale genomic data is difficult, and most practicing physicians have no
experience in applying genomic knowledge
and data in medical practice.
Examples of the medical use of wholeexome and whole-genome sequencing (GS)
are becoming increasingly common, and many
innovative applications of sequencing technologies have been undertaken. Hundreds of
pathogenic mutations identified through genomic sequencing have been reported in recent
years (Gilissen et al., 2011; Gonzaga-Jauregui
et al., 2012). Laboratories providing GS for
a variety of diagnostic indications have estimated that they find a causative mutation in
27% of cases (Eng et al., 2012) and a preliminary report of GS for developmental delay claimed a 15% to 35% diagnostic rate
in identifying the genetic cause (Kogelenberg
et al., 2012). Evaluation of sick neonates may

benefit from point of care diagnostics using
rapid turnaround sequencing and interpretation (Saunders et al., 2012). In some cases,
identification of a causative mutation through
genome sequencing has helped to formulate a
treatment plan and in other cases offered new
opportunities for reproductive planning. One
of the earliest, and most publicized, cases involved identification of an unexpected mutation in the X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis gene
and subsequent life-saving treatment plan in a
young boy with inflammatory bowel disease
(Worthey et al., 2011).
In addition to diagnostic uses, there will be
many other applications of GS. One area of
great excitement is the sequencing of tumors
to individualize cancer treatments (Macconaill
and Garraway, 2010; McDermott et al., 2011).
Sequencing can also rapidly and comprehensively identify recessive conditions for use in
family planning. While carrier screening is already used in clinical practice to a limited extent (e.g., focused carrier screening in individuals of Ashkenazi Jewish descent), genomic
technologies will allow broader, more comprehensive screening to those who seek it. Additionally, genomic sequencing is a powerful
tool to screen for multiple pharmacogenomic
variants simultaneously, creating the opportunity for personalized medication selection
and dosing regimens based on an individual’s
genotype (Wiita and Schrijver, 2011). Patients
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will look to their physicians for insight and
advice on how to utilize genomic technologies
for all of these applications (McGuire et al.,
2009; Gollust et al., 2012), but neither doctors nor the health care infrastructure are well
prepared. Among the problems to be solved
are the integration of genomic data into electronic medical records, generating more detailed and useful phenotypic data, sharing genomic and phenotypic data across institutions,
refining automated translational tools, and integrating new discoveries quickly into clinical
practice (Cordero and Ashley, 2012).
In all of these clinical applications of genomic technologies, one of the most pressing
concerns is the challenge posed by incidental
(or secondary) findings. Incidental findings in
genomics may be defined as genomic variants
of potential medical relevance unrelated to the
medical reason for ordering the test (Green
et al., 2013a). This unit explores the definitions
of incidental findings in medical practice, the
scope of the issue in clinical GS, the molecular characterization of incidental findings, and
approaches to classifying and communicating
incidental findings. Additionally, we will consider the role of clinical context in handling incidental findings and address the issues facing
clinicians given the paucity of existing guidelines and recommendations on when and how
to report incidental findings.

WHAT ARE GENOMIC
INCIDENTAL FINDINGS?

Incidental
Findings in
Clinical Genomic
Sequencing

Deciding what is, and what is not, an incidental finding is not always straightforward
and may be specific to a given clinical situation. The use of the term “incidental” implies
that GS is being ordered for a specific diagnostic indication, such as a particular disease
phenotype in a patient or a family history of a
suspected genetic disease. While genetic variants considered relevant to the diagnosis would
be reported as a primary result, any finding
unrelated to the specific diagnostic indication
would be incidental. If, on the other hand, GS
is obtained for a healthy individual without any
personal or family history of disease, then all
clinically meaningful findings in the sequence
could be considered to be incidental. In addition to these two extremes, when sequencing
becomes more common in clinical medicine,
one can imagine patients with vague family
histories, or ambiguous clinical findings, undergoing GS. The clinically relevant discoveries made under these circumstances could be
considered “quasi-incidental.” Such findings
would lack the typical prior probabilities that

are used in conventional genetic testing, but
would nevertheless be the result of more directed attention to a particular disease domain
than in entirely healthy individuals without a
relevant family history.
Characterizing incidental findings is also
complicated because not all clinicians would
agree on whether a given variant is clinically meaningful (Green et al., 2012b). Some
practitioners might argue that a variant with
an uncertain association to a tiny fraction of
increased risk for a given condition should
nonetheless be considered as medically important and communicated to the patient. Others
might argue that only clinically validated findings of medically actionable results would be
worthy of note in a clinical context. There are
no data available on the downstream risks and
benefits of disclosing incidental genomic findings at all, much less with varying degrees of
supporting evidence. Thus, there is no standard for the degree of evidence necessary to
consider an incidental finding worthwhile to
be reported.
Incidental findings are not new to medicine
and parallel medical situations may offer useful insights. For example, there is an extensive literature of incidental findings in radiology (Ahmed et al., 2010; Alpert and Naidich,
2011; van Vugt et al., 2012). One study reviewing whole-body CT scans found an incidental
finding rate of 86% (Furtado et al., 2005), and
review and analysis of 44 publications on incidental findings suggested that the overall frequency of incidental findings in radiological
studies was 23.6% (Lumbreras et al., 2010).
The field of radiology has incorporated the
broad examination of radiological films and
the documentation of any incidental findings
into day-to-day practice. When examining a
particular radiographic study, a radiologist is
obligated by current standards of care to examine the entire film and report abnormalities
whether or not they are linked to the reason for
which the film was ordered. Similar standards
have not yet been agreed upon for the evaluation of GS. In performing GS, procedures
have been piloted that would allow sequencing
and interpretation to be focused upon the specific phenotype of the patient (Saunders et al.,
2012) and to ignore other parts of the genome.
Nonetheless, most molecular laboratories will
soon be using interpretive pipelines to analyze
their clinical sequence data that make it relatively easy to examine all disease-associated
genes in the exome or genome, and depending
upon the filtration parameters of the pipeline,
one could observe dozens to hundreds
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of disease-associated variants in each sequence (Ashley et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2012).
Under these circumstances, there is increasing
concern that a deluge of incidental findings
will overwhelm a clinician’s efforts to use sequencing to answer specific clinical questions
and negate some of the benefits of GS.
The problem of incidental findings is one
manifestation of the rapidly evolving knowledge base in genetics (Feero et al., 2010; Varmus, 2010). For some, this is a reason to reject the integration of incidental findings in
clinical practice until evidence about such information is better established. Yet, it is important to remember that physicians are accustomed to managing patients in spite of an
incomplete evidence base. A wealth of literature has explored the gradual development of
reliable evidence in clinical medicine (Downing, 2009; Petitti et al., 2009), and there are
many examples of the necessity of utilizing
tests and tools in medicine with insufficient evidence (Travis, 2006; Brauer and Bozic, 2009;
Moussa, 2011). Thus, genomic incidental findings represent a new type of clinical information for which clinicians will decipher with
their existing expertise.

GENETIC VARIATION AND THE
LIMITATIONS OF GENOMIC
SEQUENCING
In considering the issues surrounding the
interpretation and management of incidental
findings in clinical GS, it is important to understand the types of variants that can be detected
effectively through GS. The most common
type of variant that can be accurately detected
by GS today is a single nucleotide substitution,
and these will be the primary focus of this unit.
Other common forms of variation include “indels” or small insertions and deletions, from
1 to 100 base pairs in length. Indels can only
be detected in GS if the programs for computational alignment of short DNA sequences
are tolerant of the missing or added bases. The
detection of even larger structural changes or
of repeat elements in the genome is even more
challenging, though gains or losses of large
segments of genomic material in an individual can potentially be inferred from regional
coverage differences compared to a reference.
Bioinformatics tools to more sensitively detect
small and large structural change are under
active development and improved sequencing
coverage, and refined analytical algorithms are
expected. Figure 9.23.1 depicts the different
types of variation detectable by GS and the
relative maturity of the detection technologies

being applied to these classes (Meyerson et al.,
2010).

Mendelian and Common Variants
Another way to think about diseaseassociated genetic variation is the degree to
which the disease phenotype is, or is not,
strongly associated with that variant. Early
understanding of genetic disorders and gene
discovery relied heavily on diseases with
Mendelian inheritance patterns, i.e., classic
dominant, recessive, and X-linked disorders.
Whether or not the variant was always associated with signs or symptoms defined the
“penetrance” of the variant, while the extent
or severity of the clinical features defined the
“expressivity” of the variant. Rare variants that
are highly penetrant and highly expressive in
clinical practice were among the earliest to
be discovered and managed by practitioners
in clinical genetics, and these precedents have
colored both internal and external perceptions
about the entire field of genetics with the aura
of determinism. Mendelian variants were discovered and understood largely in the context
of patients with a particular phenotype. Thus,
the search for these variants in unaffected individuals usually took place where there was a
known family history that implicated a particular pattern of inheritance. As discussed further below, evaluating Mendelian variants discovered as incidental findings is challenging
because penetrance estimates derived from affected families may be much higher than for
unaffected families.
In addition to highly penetrant Mendelian
variants, extensive research using genomewide association studies has accelerated the
discovery of genetic variants that typically
confer very modest risk of diseases like
diabetes or heart disease. Unlike Mendelian
variants, neither the diseases nor the variants
under study are rare. A subset of these
common variants is associated with drug
effectiveness, sensitivity, and risk of side effects. These pharmacogenomic variants could
allow for more accurate initial drug dosing,
ongoing management, and risk profiling for
adverse events (Relling et al., 2010; Relling
and Klein, 2011). Both common disease risk
variants and pharmacogenomic variants are
typically associated with very modest effect
sizes, making it unclear at times whether they
alter risk profiles in any medically meaningful
way. Moreover, they are usually derived from
studies that may be restricted to a single population or ethnic group, and no information
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Figure 9.23.1

Detecting types of genetic variation by whole genome sequencing (from Meyerson et al., 2010).

may exist on persons outside that group. Thus,
incidental findings associated with common
variants may also be difficult to interpret.

Filtering Variants in Genome
Sequencing

Incidental
Findings in
Clinical Genomic
Sequencing

As described in the latest release of
1000Genomes data, an individual genome
contains an average of 3.6 million single nucleotide variations, 344,000 indels, and 717
large deletions (Abecasis et al., 2012). In a recent study that evaluated nine whole genome
sequences on healthy patients, 3.6 to 3.9 million genomic variants were found, the majority of which were single-nucleotide polymorphisms and more than 30,000 (less than 1%)
fell in coding regions in each patient (Kohane
et al., 2012). Additionally, 12% of the variations consisted of insertions, deletions, or
multiple-base substitutions. Yet if this many
variations occur in every genome, how can
we decide which ones to be concerned about?
The answer is that variants in GS are typically
filtered by comparison against common variation in the population and in comparison to
disease-associated databases.

The clinical context in which GS is ordered
is a key factor in determining how such a large
number of variants are filtered and what subset of variants might be included in both the
primary and incidental portion of a clinical report. In the most common current scenario, GS
is ordered to search for a cause of a rare disease
in a symptomatic patient; therefore, one of the
first steps is to filter out variants that are common (usually >1% frequency) and known to be
benign. Using databases of known, common
variation in generally healthy controls, such as
1000Genomes and dbSNP, a large variant list
from an individual genome can be reduced by
∼90% (Bainbridge et al., 2011; Worthey et al.,
2011). A further step in the filtering of such a
large number of variants involves comparing
the results of GS in a patient with databases of
disease-associated mutations (Kohane et al.,
2006; Stenson et al., 2009; Fokkema et al.,
2011; Samuels and Rouleau, 2011). This step
is problematic at the present time because such
databases are generally acknowledged to be
replete with errors.
Additional filtering can help further reduce the number of variants, depending on
the clinical context and availability of parental
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et al., 2013a).
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Variant frequency and filtering layers in whole genome sequencing (from Green,

genomes, including selecting for novel variants, de novo variants, protein truncating variants, and missense variants, homozygous variants in the context of consanguineous families,
biallelic variants where recessive inheritance
is suspected, and variants in genes with expression patterns that match the involved organ sites. Additional in silico tools can be employed to filter variants for those that would be
predicted to be deleterious to protein structure
(Adzhubei et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2009; Ng
and Henikoff, 2003). See Figure 9.23.2 for a
visual representation of the whole genome sequence analytical process and estimated number of variants at each stage.
Significant limitations exist, however, in
these strategies and in the many filtering tools
and databases used for variant analysis. When
frequency filters are used, there is an assumption that affected individuals will not be included in the populations used for comparison. This may be true if the genetic disease
in question is a fatal disease of childhood, but
might not be at all true if the disease in ques-

tion has more benign or late-onset presentations. Thus, single-nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) databases intended to document benign
variation, such as dbSNP, undoubtedly include
pathogenic variants due to the inclusion of data
from persons with symptomatic disease, or due
to the inclusion of data from individuals who
have not yet manifested disease. Conversely,
databases of pathogenic mutations, such as
Human Genetic Mutation Database, have been
shown to include a large proportion of common, benign variants that were incorrectly
classified as pathogenic based on small, biased
studies in disease cohorts (Tong et al., 2011).
In addition, computational tools that predict
protein structure and function are not fully
validated, and results from these tools require
caution in using them to independently define
variant pathogenicity (Jordan et al., 2011). Finally, there is a paucity of data and tools to aid
in the interpretation of rare intronic variants.
The recently published ENCODE project findings advanced knowledge of intronic function
significantly, but clinical application of these
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Table 9.23.1 Results of Annotation Filter Application to Nine Reportedly Healthy Individuals of
European Descent (from Kohane et al., 2012)

Number of
genes/individual

Number of
variants/individual

Genes with rare/novel, nonsynonymous mutations as
highly conserved loci

400±10

455±9

Genes with rare/novel, nonsynonymous mutations at
highly conserved loci and predicted to be deleterious

136±6

147±6

Genes with mutations implicated in disease

199±3

226±4

Genes with homozygous mutations implicated in
disease

55±2

59±2

Genes with rare/novel mutations implicated in disease

3±0

4±0

Genes with rare/novel mutations implicated in disease
and predicted to be deleterious

2±0

2±0

Filtering

Incidental
Findings in
Clinical Genomic
Sequencing

data have yet to be realized (ENCODE Project
Consortium, 2012).

A CLINICAL APPROACH TO
INCIDENTAL FINDINGS

The Incidentalome

Should Incidental Findings be
Reported at All?

Given the enormous amount of variation
in the human genome and the limitations
described above regarding the interpretation of variants possibly associated with human disease, there is a large potential for
overinterpretation of incidental findings.
Kohane and co-authors outlined multiple
mechanisms by which genomic sequencing
can lead to false positive incidental findings,
including: measurement error rate in genomescale sequencing, inherent errors in testing
multiple hypotheses across millions of variants, mutations incorrectly documented as
pathogenic, and incorrect assignment of prior
probabilities for the interpretation of variants
(Kohane et al., 2012). To demonstrate this
point, they analyzed the genomes of nine reportedly healthy individuals, yielding large
numbers of apparently pathogenic variants
(see Table 9.23.1 below). The large numbers
of “pathogenic” findings of questionable validity and utility has been labeled the “incidentalome” (Kohane et al., 2006).
As new pathogenic variants are discovered,
the challenge of handling incidental findings
becomes even larger in scope. We have estimated that based upon currently published
recommendations for the return of genomic
research results, there are an estimated 4,000
to 17,000 variants that might be considered for
return and that this number could grow by 36%
over the next four years based on the rate of
new variant identification and the inclusion of
variants associated with variable disease expression (Cassa et al., 2012).

Given the limitations described above, it is
reasonable to ask whether incidental findings
should ever be reported in clinical GS. One intriguing argument against reporting of incidental findings was raised in a set of recommendations on the future of GS in the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS) (Wright
et al., 2011). These writers suggested a definitional distinction between an “assay,” i.e.,
the sequencing of an individual’s genome, and
a “test,” i.e., analyzing a particular portion of
the genome for clinical purposes. In their view,
the assay contains no medical information per
se, whereas the test is an interpretative step requiring purposeful analysis that can only be directed by clinical symptoms or by prior knowledge of the likely pathogenicity of variants.
The report maintains that analyzing genomes
beyond what is strictly called for by the clinical context represents “opportunistic screening" that has no scientific basis, and that the
NHS does not have an obligation to support
this activity in the absence of demonstrated
clinical utility.
The issue of whether or not to report incidental findings is further complicated by
the availability of genetic information from
personal genomics (or direct-to-consumer genetic testing) companies that operate outside
of the medical establishment, and the controversies surrounding medical utility, the role
of medical expertise, and individual autonomy that these services have provoked (Evans
and Green, 2009; Frueh et al., 2011). A
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thorough discussion of this issue is outside
the scope of this unit, but it is worth noting
that most, if not all, of the health-related information provided by personal genomics companies is incidental. While some customers
of personal genomics companies have family histories of relevant conditions that spark
their interest, most surveys of customers reveal that curiosity, along with a general desire to improve their health, are the most powerful motivators (Gollust et al., 2012; Green
et al., 2012a). The phenomenon of personal
genomics companies has highlighted the fact
that many individuals are interested in learning genetic information about themselves and
their children, whether or not such information
leads to prevention. In a society that is trending
towards self-empowerment through Internetmediated information-seeking, the growing
desire for genetic information is sure to influence the question of what patients will request
from their doctors when GS is performed.
Opinions on whether it is appropriate to
seek and report incidental findings in clinical
GS often depend upon whether one believes
that such findings have clinical utility and
whether such utility is cost-effective. Clinical
utility refers to the likelihood that the information could or would be used to make a meaningful medical intervention with an appropriate balance of risks, benefits, and costs. Clinical utility is best defined by empirical research,
and such research has not been conducted to
determine the downstream benefits, risks or
costs of disclosing unexpected results from
GS. This is a difficult area to study, since the
penetrance and expressivity of variants discovered by screening have not been ascertained
for most variants and are almost universally
unknown. In the absence of empirical data,
policies about seeking and returning incidental findings in GS may be guided by best practices in the clinical environment. But since GS
technologies are so new, and because there is
such limited clinical experience in discovering
and reporting primary or incidental findings in
GS, the clinical environment offers little help.
To add to the uncertainty about incidental findings, there are prevailing clinical traditions and
ethical norms, as well as strongly held opinions from a variety of experts, which are sometimes in conflict. Genetic testing for adultonset genetic diagnoses in children has traditionally been avoided, and this position has
been reinforced by several policy recommendations (Boards of Directors, American Society of Human Genetics and American College of Medical Genetics, 1995; Committee on

Bioethics [American Academy of Pediatrics],
2001). Genetic testing for recessive traits has
the potential to influence reproductive choices,
including termination of pregnancies, and this
is an area of extreme sensitivity. In addition,
as we have shown in a series of clinical trials
carried out over the last decade, implications
of primary or incidental genetic information
may vary greatly depending upon the age, the
family history or the psychology of the individual (Roberts et al., 2011; Lautenbach et al.,
2013). The downstream medical procedures,
costs, and iatrogenic consequences of predictive genetic information revealed by incidental findings are only recently being explored
using empirical studies and remain largely
unknown.
Incidental findings in GS are different from
incidental findings from other medical tests
due to their potential significance for family members. For example, the implications
of incidentally discovering a highly penetrant
cancer risk variant in a middle-aged individual with no children, no siblings, no living
parents, and small extended family are different from identifying the same variant in
a middle-aged patient with young adult children and siblings with their own children. In
many cases, the adult patient’s primary reason for pursuing genetic testing relates to concern over genetic risks that might be passed
to their own children or to future generations.
While broad standards and practices in returning incidental findings should not necessarily
be different in these two scenarios, the physician and patient’s application of the incidental
findings will be different in each case and will
drive the clinical utility of potential incidental
findings.

Conceptual Frameworks for the
Return of Incidental Genomic Findings
As noted above, in the clinical domain
where GS is now being introduced, there are
few sources of empirical data and there is not
yet any consensus on best practices to guide
clinicians. But there have been several attempts to apply reasonable clinical principles
to address this issue. One proposed schema
is a “binning” approach (Berg et al., 2011).
These authors created bins representing categories of incidental findings that may be distinguished by varying degrees of clinical utility
and validity. Clinical validity is determined by
the degree of evidence supporting associations
between genotype and clinical features, such
as well-documented pharmacogenetic associations or disease risk established in GWAS
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10s
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All other loci

10s
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Alleles that would be reportable (YES) or not reportable (NO) in a clinical context
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YES/NO1
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N/A3

YES/NO1

YES/NO1

NO4
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N/A3

NO

NO

NO4

NO

N/A3

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

N/A: not applicable; VUS: Variant of uncertain significance
1 Reporting through decision making with an appropriate provider if elected by the patient.
2 By definition, variants in genes with unknown implications could not be considered deleterious.
3 By definition, SNPs or PGx variants will
4 Variants in genes with unknown clinical

either be present or absent.
implications would not be reported; however, they may serve as an important
substrate for research, potentially uncovering new disease genes.

Figure 9.23.3

Binning approach to incidental findings (from Berg et al., 2011).
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Findings in
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studies. The authors’ first bin includes those
variants that are clinically actionable, such as
pathogenic variants in cancer risk genes. The
second bin includes variants that are considered to be clinically valid but not actionable.
Clinically valid variants are further divided
into subcategories based on effect size of the
association between the variant and disease
(e.g., large effect size for Huntington disease,
low effect size for common risk variants). The
authors argue that such a categorical approach
not only enables more efficient interpretation
and reporting of incidental findings, but also
facilitates a meaningful and relatively efficient
informed consent process prior to a patient undergoing genomic sequencing.
A preliminary report by some of the same
authors offered an example of the binning approach in practice (Berg et al., 2013). The
group categorized 2,016 Mendelian genes into
the bins described (see Fig. 9.23.3), and subsequently evaluated 80 whole genome sequences
to identify variants that would fall in each cate-

gory. After filtering for disease-causing mutations and population frequency (excluded variants with frequency of more than 5%), they
found an average of 17.4 variants per person
among bins 1 and 2 that warranted manual
analysis, with the vast majority (15.7) falling
into bins 2b and bin R (a separate bin for
heterozygous variants identified in genes associated with recessive inheritance). Manual
analysis further removed ∼50% of the variants identified from the above filtering.
The template of bins could be a valuable
tool as data become available on clinical utility, but in the absence of such data, it is hard
to know how useful the framework of bins
will be. This is because the definitions of the
bins themselves are somewhat subjective (one
person’s sense of “high risk” may be another
person’s “medium risk”). Perhaps the greatest
subjectivity around this framework of binning
lies in the definition of what is or is not “actionable.” The concept of medically actionable
information seems logical and appealing on
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Figure 9.23.4 Number of conditions/genes out of a total of 72 that each of 16 specialists chose
for incidental return in an adult patient (from Green et al., 2012b). Black lines indicate choices
for “known pathogenic mutations,” dark gray lines indicate choices for “truncating mutations” and
white lines indicate “missense mutation predicted in silico to be pathogenic.

the surface, but it is not easy to reach consensus on what this means. Medical action could
mean regular surveillance for the appearance
of cancer, reproductive screening coupled with
pre-natal diagnosis and pregnancy termination
or even psychological preparation for an untreatable diagnosis. It turns out that both patients and clinicians have divergent views of
medical actionability. For example, if a genetic
test could identify children destined to develop
untreatable intellectual disability, some would
maintain that this is not actionable, while others would argue that such knowledge would
allow for additional enrichment of the infant’s
early environment that could mitigate the degree of disability.
The authors of the binning approach suggest an “iterative, centralized, evidence-based,
and consensus-driven process” (Berg et al.,
2011); however, clinical variant classification
is not an area that easily lends itself to consensus. In a recently published study, only
partial concordance was observed across 16
genetics experts who were asked to independently evaluate 99 common genetic conditions
and individual genes and select those they
would recommend reporting back to the patient’s physician as incidental findings after
GS (Green et al., 2012b). The study found
that concordance was higher for reporting incidental information upon which clinicians
could act (such as cancer predisposition syndromes) than for those which lacked effective medical interventions. Concordance was

also higher when reporting incidental findings about adults rather than about children,
and for reporting known pathogenic mutations
and presumed pathogenic truncating variants
rather than missense variants predicted to
be pathogenic. One striking observation in
this study was the degree to which the individual experts differed in the logic of their
decision-making when presented with different types of variants in disease-associated
genes. Figure 9.23.4 shows the number of conditions chosen by each expert when the question was asked separately about three different types of variants. Several experts (such as
experts 9 and 10) selected many more variants when presented with known pathogenic
mutations, while others (such as experts 11,
13, 14 and 16) put nearly equal weight on all
three variant types. This exercise illustrates the
problem with any ad hoc framework. In the absence of data, even highly skilled practitioners
can have very different notions about appropriate clinical actions.
Despite the absence of data, GS is being so
rapidly integrated into the practice of medicine
that a set of recommendations was recently
released by the American College of Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) encouraging the
evaluation and reporting of a small number of
variants based upon a presumption of clinical
utility (Levenson, 2012; Green et al., 2013b).
The rationale for this recommendation is twofold. First, the ACMG Working Group that developed these guidelines believes that there is
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sufficient clinical consensus that a small number of highly penetrant variants should be
sought and reported whenever clinical sequencing is performed. Secondly, there is
a proliferation of interpretative pipelines in
genomics emerging from both established
molecular laboratories and from vendors, and
it is easy to imagine an “arms race” in which
these services compete to present as much
“clinical information” as possible when interpreting the genome for clinicians. The ACMG
Working Group believes it is important to
emphasize that only a small number of genomic findings rise to the level of being recommended for return when discovered incidentally. In creating these recommendations, the
ACMG recognizes a distinction between opportunistic screening or the balance of benefitrisk-cost after a genome has already been
ordered and performed, and population screening where the evidence supporting a favorable
benefit-risk-cost would need to be quite high
and certain.

Reporting of Incidental Findings to
Ordering Clinicians

Incidental
Findings in
Clinical Genomic
Sequencing

Clinical molecular testing for specific candidate genes or gene panels is well established,
and the format for these reports is relatively
standardized among molecular laboratories.
But there are few precedents for generating
reports for patients that are undergoing GS.
In particular, there are no specific guidelines
to suggest how molecular laboratories should
seek or report incidental findings. This is more
problematic than is sounds because the interpretation of candidate gene sequencing is
usually anchored by the clinical presentation
of the patient, or by the family history, often with prior knowledge of specific variants
being sought. In these circumstances, it often
makes sense for the laboratory to report variants that are deemed pathogenic, along with
variants of unknown significance (VUS), and
sometimes even describe variants thought to
be benign. When reports are provided in this
manner, they offer very complete information
for the informed geneticist and genetic counselor to interpret to the family.
GS reports that incorporate a larger portion
of the genome than gene panel studies will
force molecular laboratories to modify these
reports for several reasons. First, they will have
to decide whether and how extensively to seek
and report any incidental findings. Next, if
even a small proportion of incidental findings
were reported, the number of VUS and benign
variants would be excessive. Third, the inter-

pretation of variants discovered as incidental
findings, particularly VUS, cannot be provided
with the same confidence as in a more directed
gene sequencing study based upon patient phenotype or family history. Thus, a more arbitrary cut-off for reporting variants of clinical
interest may need to be selected, such one that
only reports certain categories of variants as
defined by ACMG guidelines (Richards et al.,
2008).
Early programs in GS have used different
approaches. Some may analyze and report GS
for clinical purposes in ways specifically designed to avoid incidental findings. For example, the issue of incidental findings in children
may be avoided by preselecting likely candidate genes for exploration using infant phenotype as a guide (Saunders et al., 2012). Other
laboratories have devised a broader approach
to report findings of their GS service. The University of Wisconsin laboratory creates two
categories: findings that are mandatory and
findings that are optional for disclosure. Findings considered mandatory for reporting include diagnostic findings and unrelated findings associated with treatable, childhood-onset
conditions. They further describe three optional subcategories, including findings related to non-actionable childhood conditions,
non-actionable adult conditions, and actionable adult conditions. After an extensive period of genetic counseling, parents of pediatric
patients may choose which of the above categories they wish to be disclosed. Baylor College of Medicine’s molecular laboratory takes
yet another approach, in which an expanded
report of incidental and uncertain findings is
available on request and is separate from a primary, diagnosis-centered report.
At the present time, most GS is still ordered
by clinicians with specialized knowledge of
genetics, but as the price of GS continues to
fall and the applications of GS expand, the
form and content of the GS report will become
increasingly important. In the near future, it
is easy to imagine clinicians who are not geneticists ordering GS in the same manner that
clinicians who are not radiologists might order
X-ray films today. In this circumstance, the GS
report will need to be understandable, somehow communicating the complex nuances of
uncertainty around incidental findings in ways
that are understandable to nongenetic clinicians, and even to primary care physicians.
With the ongoing rapid expansion of genomic
knowledge, GS results, including incidental
findings, present the opportunity for an innovative, iterative clinical reporting process.
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Examples of efforts to communicate and update variant interpretations and notifying clinicians of changes are being implemented and
evaluated (Aronson et al., 2011, 2012). In order to meet the demand for return and ongoing evaluation of incidental findings, it will
become essential to integrate sequence information into a medical record system and incorporate clinical decision support systems to
interact, on an as-needed basis, with the patient’s genome over the course of a lifetime.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
GS is a disruptive technology that, as exemplified by the issue of incidental findings, will
challenge the ability of patients and physicians
to incorporate a new type and quantity of information into everyday clinical practice. Given
our ever-expanding yet still limited capacity
to interpret most genetic variation, the abilities of clinicians to communicate and manage uncertainty with patients will be tested.
Incomplete or ambiguous information has always been part of the practice of medicine, so
this is not an unfamiliar dilemma. Sequencing is only the beginning of comprehensive
molecular applications to medicine. Epigenetics, proteomics, and metabolomics will all be
layered onto the interpretation genomic data,
adding new insights and even greater ambiguities. Using advanced technologies before their
clinical utility has been fully vetted may become the norm rather than the exception. If so,
this will require a more sophisticated clinical
workforce, along with a greater emphasis on
clinician numeracy and probabilistic thinking,
as well as realignment of current incentives.
The management of incidental findings in clinical genomic sequencing today may well point
the way towards new models for transforming
our medical care system tomorrow.
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